
Current Parents
“As a new family to SJ23, we have seen immediate change in our children and family life. In 
just a short time both of my children have shown huge gains in self confidence, a new found 
excitement towards their education, and immediate progress academically. SJ23 welcomed 
our family with open arms and it feels as though we have always been a part of this school 
family. The love and faith-based education they are receiving feels like an extension of home. 
My children have dramatically changed for the better since starting school and we couldn’t be 
more excited about the students and children they are becoming with the guidance of dedicat-
ed teachers and staff. We are so incredibly happy with our decision to join the SJ23 family! “
Lora Waraksa

“Growing up I was part of the public school system. I thought, “School is school. What’s the 
difference?” As parents we work to give our kids the best life has to offer. We don’t want to 
settle for good, we want great. We don’t just want an education, we demand excellence. We 
don’t want just friends, we expect a family. Little did we know, we would achieve all of this and 
so much more by simply walking through the doors of SJ23 and putting our faith in the people 
here. The genuine love for our children is unmatched. Looking back, I feel cheated. What my 
children have is priceless.”

Rachel & Mike Lorier

Alumni
“Much of my academic success came from the habits I learned at Port Catholic/SJ23. It is an 
atmosphere where everyone from the teachers to fellow classmates cares about each individ-
ual student, which creates an environment that fostered academic success. Besides receiving a 
phenomenal education, I learned the value of hard work, compassion, and faith.”
Ben ‘11

“Attending Port Catholic/SJ23 was more than just receiving an excellent education, it also laid 
a strong foundation for my faith and its ability to impact every part of my life. This has served 
me well throughout high school and has become even stronger in college.”
Stephanie ‘09

“Now that I have experienced the world a little outside of Port Catholic/SJ23, I realize that it 
was far from the “ordinary” education most kids get. It has also helped me to sense God more 
in my life and use my God-given talents to give back to the community.”
Sarah ‘08
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